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Abstract. The global tendencies of economic and social differences between the regions are becoming more
significant. While pursuing the reform of the higher education system in Latvia, there has been a lack of focus on the
role and impact of the regional higher education institutions. Until now in Latvia only qualitative methods have been
used for research in this area. The authors based their study on indicators as the GDP per person and the annual costs
of the higher education institutions (HEIs) per student, to reach the research aim: determining the impact of the
regional higher education institutions (RHEIs) on the regional convergence in comparison with the Lithuania’s
experience. Qualitative and quantitative methods were used: content analysis of scientific and applied literature,
statistical data; quantitative – correlation and dispersion analysis method. Results: the GDP per capita dispersion of
the Latvian NUTS 3 regions in comparison with the Lithuania, indicates of a homogenous subgroups, which average
values do not deviate significantly, corresponding to the convergence principle. Meanwhile when comparing the regions
with Riga and Vilnius district – divergence can be observed indicating of the limited impact of RHEIs in both countries
due to the limiting impact of various social, economic and other factors.
Key words: higher education, impact, regional convergence.
JEL code: D02, H52, I25.

Aim of the research: to define the impact of

Introduction
Education is one of the top five industries with
an average worldwide turnover of around 4.9
billion

USD

(2015),

while

the

increase

in

comparison to 2014 to accounted to 0.6 trillion

regional higher education institutions on the
region convergence.
Tasks: 1) to investigate the convergence
problematic, processes and to select indicators;

(USD) (Robertson S., 2016; OECD, 2016). The

2) to investigate the regions and the RHEI; 3)

aim of the regional development is to promote

to compare the RHEI experience of Latvia and

and ensure balanced-sustainable development of

Lithuania.

the

state,

while

taking

into

account

the

Research methods: analysis of scientific

countrywide territorial differences and limited

research sources, comparison, systematization,

opportunities (NAP, 2012). Global tendencies can

generalization, descriptive statistic, correlation,

be observed in Latvia – overall economic and

and co-variation analysis.

social differences between the regions and cities

Research

sources

and

materials:

are increasing (Špoģis L., et al., 2005; Beeson

information from the Central Statistical Bureau,

M.,

the

2010)

Countries

are

interested

in

Ministry

understanding the impact of education on the

Environmental

national economy in a regional perspective.

Development

The

impact

of

the

education

has

of

Economics,

the

Protection

and

of

the

Republic

Ministry

of

Regional
of

Latvia,

been

documents, statistics and researches from Latvia,

investigated by multiple researchers and even

Lithuania and international organizations were

institutes (Thaman K. H., 2008; Smas L., 2009;

used.

Vilerts K., Krasnopjorovs O., Brekis E., 2015).

Research limitations: The comparable GDP

The scientific viewpoints on this convergence
are

different:

from

socio-economical

to

NUTS3 regional data of Latvia and Lithuania are
available

only

for

the

period

2010-2013;

econometrical (IHEP, 1998; Gorzelak G., 2000;

therefore, further comparison and analysis was

Regional Convergence in the Europen…, 2002;

based on the data from this period, while only

Carrington, A., 2003).

the RHEIs of the particular country and their
impact on the

1
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particular regions were analysed. The choice of

allowed to attribute the level of education as an

the study destination on a regional and capital

indicator describing the level of human-capital.

city perspective were not analysed due to the

(Mankiw G. N., Romer D., Weil D. N., 1992).

lack of data.

The human capital is believed to be the main
driver

Theoretical background
1. Convergence, issues, research field and
indicators in a RHEIs perspective
in Latvia on the regional convergence and the
economic

development,

it

is

necessary to understand the impact and the
basics of the regional convergence.
The

convergence

(lat.

convergere)

is

a

gradual joining of indications (Baldunciks J.,
Pokrotniece K., 2007). The economists are still
unable to precisely define the term of the
convergence due to the complicity of its nature.
The term of convergence is often used for
comparison of countries as a tendency which
indicates their convergence, e.g. the increase of
wealth and the development, level of inflation,
social policy etc. which can be attributed also to
the regional convergence (Black J., 2009).
Since the 60s the interaction of the humancapital

and

researched
2010)

the
from

and

economic
a

development

microeconomic

microeconomic

(Odit

was
M.,

perspective

(Bouaissa M., 2009). The human-capital is based
on competencies, knowledge etc., while most
importantly on the work applied for creation of
economic value. The education helps to create
these values, thus it is believed to be one of the
basic

components

of

the

human-capital

(Bashir M., Iqbal M., Zaman K., 2011).
Two

approaches

can

be

observed

in

macroeconomics: R. Solow supplementary neoclassicism

approach

and

endogenous

growth

theories (Solow, R., 1956; Mankiw G., Romer D.,
Weil D., 1992).
The new theoretical approach defined the
aspects of centralisation and decentralization and
explained

the

convergence

in

the

regional

economics (Krugman, P., 1991; Krugman, P.,
Venables, A., 1995). Researches affirmed the
impact of the human capital on the GDP and thus
1

economic

development:

a

better

educated workforce increases the return in the

In order to determine the impact of the RHEIs

corresponding

of
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research and development, and ensures more
flexible inclusion in the economic structure, thus
increasing the economic growth. Answering the
question

on

whether

the

expenditure

for

education increases the economic growth would
simultaneously show the role of the RHEIs in the
regional development and convergence.
The authors base their assumptions on foreign
researches: the World Bank research on the
connection

between

the

expenditure

for

education and the GDP, which showed that for
each dollar spent on the education the GDP
increases on average by 20$; on the data from
the USA which showed that the indirect effect of
the acquired education ensures increased salaries
and reduced level of poverty; as well as on a
meta-analysis covering 29 researches on the
connection between the GDP and the education
(Benos N., Zotou S., 2014; Churchill S.A., Yew
S.L., Ugur M., 2015; The World bank, 2017).
In Latvia, research has been conducted on the
interrelation of the economic and educational
indicators (Baumanis A., 2004; Ekmanis J., 2005;
Steinbuka I. et al., 2006).
Based on the national and the international
researches,

authors

conclude

that

the

convergence in the economic analysis is a very
broad concept and that the most precise indicator
for its assessment is the GDP (Ingianni, A.,
2007). Thereby for the further examination of the
convergence problematique the authors chose as
indicator the GDP and the costs for acquiring of
the

tertiary

education

which

is

also

a

an

economical factor for producing changes to the
human-capital. The expenses for the higher
education are defined as the overall expenses
which

include

both

private

and

public

expenditure. The private expenditure includes the
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household expenses - corresponding to students

According the regulation of 2003, May 26 of

and their families, as well as other private

the

expenditure which includes the expenses for

Nomenclature of territorial units for statistics

education services by the private companies and

about the creation of the (NUTS) the regulation

non-governmental

the

(EC) No. 1059/2003 defines the regions of

impacting factors are the public expenditure for

Member States based on the NUTS criteria. The

education.

NUTS

organisations.

One

of

can

be

assumed

that

the

Parliament

hierarchy

of

and

EC

classification

on

the

defines

the

further composition of a country according to the

2. Impact of HEIs on the regional
convergence
It

European

NUTS 1, NUTS 2, and NUTS 3 scope. Each
following

territorial

division

is

coded

with

a

single

conditions apply in the area of the higher

identificator and a specific name (EUROSTAT,

education.

2011).

The commitment of the regions and the HEIs

The authors noted that in Latvia the RHEI

is aimed at the practical use of the higher

status is attributed to those institutions which are

education as the tool for regional economic

located

integration and convergence (Knight J., 2012).

territorial entities: Kurzeme (LV003), Latgale

outside

Riga/Pieriga

in

any

of

the

Simultaneously the efforts of the regions are

(LV005), Vidzeme (LV008), Zemgale (LV009) and

aimed at reaching development and increasing

Latgale (LV009) (CSB, 2015). The six RHEIs of

the wellfare of the citizens and the reduction of

Latvia:

the

Daugavpils University (DU); Liepaja University

unequality

(Sinkiene

J.,

Grumadaite

K.,

2014).

(LiepU);

Thereby the HEIs which are located in these
territories

University

are

closely

Akademy

of

(LLU);

Technologies

(RTA), Vidzeme University of Applied Sciences
(ViA), Ventspils University College (VeA). RHEIs

convergence efforts and the higher education is

constitute approximately 22 % of the HEIs in

serving as a tool to achieve that. The researchers

Latvia (out of 33 HEIs - 17 are state established,

state that first, this process is continuous and

16 by legal persons) and there are approx.

evolutionary,

11,590 students or 26 % of the overall number of

that

there

with

Agriculture

the

second,

connected

Rezekne

of

is

an

environment for the relationship between the
HEIs and the diverse players of the region, third

students (IZM, 2016).
The aim of the research includes defining of

– the convergence as the resultative outcome of

the

the described actions (Knight J., 2012).

convergence and investigating the Lithuanian

impact

of

the

RHEIs

on

the

regional

The impact of the RHEIs is closely related to

experience. As a result the universities of the

the interests of the national economy and human

following districts of Lithuania were observed:

resources. The aim of the research is to bring the

Kaunas

attention to the facts that the higher education in

Aleksandras Stulginskis University (ASU), Kaunas

regions is represented by the RHEIs. Meanwhile,

University

although the definition of the RHEI is not defined

University of Health Sciences (LSMU); Klaipedas

in any of the legal regulations of the Republic of

district

Latvia, the term is understood as the HEIs which

Siauliai district (LT006) – Siauliai University

are located in a certain region. The region (lat.

(ŠU); un Vilnius distric (LT00A) – 8 universities:

regio) is a land which is demarcated based on

Mykolas Romeris University (MRU), Lithuanian

geographic,

Academy of Music and Theatre (LMTA), Vytautas

economic

or

political

indicators

(Baldunčiks, J., Pokrotniece, K., 2007).
Materials and methods

1
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district

of

(LT002)

–

Technology

(LT003) –

Klaipeda

4

(KTU),

universities:

Lithuanian

University

(KU);

Magnus University (VDU), Vilnius University (VU),
Vilnius Gediminas Technical University (VGTU),
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Vilnius Academy of Fine Arts (VDA), The General
Jonas Zemaitis Military Academy of Lithuania
(LKA) un Lithuanian University of Educational
Sciences (LEU). It can be concluded that there
are six state funded RHEIs, which are located in
three NUTS regional districts and thus influence
their regional convergence. Meanwhile in Vilnius
there are eight state run HEIs (MOSTA, 2015a).
Taking into account that only the territorial
units with RHEIs were analysed, i.e. Kaunas
country

(LT002),

Klaipėda

county

(LT003),

Šiauliai county (LT003) and the capital city –
Vilnius county (LT00A), thereby other counties
were excluded from the research scope.
To assess the impact of the RHEIs on the
regional convergence the authors carried out an
analysis of the number of students in the regions
and the capital in both Latvia and Lithuania.
According to the EUROSTAT, the annual costs
(based on the price parity index) of the state
owned and private HEIs per one student (ISCED
6-8) in 2013 were on average in Latvia - €4249

Source: author’s calculations based on CSB

Fig. 1. GDP in capita in the regions of Latvia
and Lithuania (2010-2013), €

The dispersion analysis was carried out to
research this tendency. The dispersion analysis of
the GDP per person in the regions of Latvia,
showed that the p-value=0.553, thus with the
95 % probability the hypothesis, that the GDP
per capita of the four NUTS3 groups are similar,
may not be rejected.
Table 1

and in Lithuania - €3320 (LR SMM 2016). The

The homogenous sub-groups of Latvia
NUTS 3 GDP/capita_4 Scheffe

costs per student of RHEIs and the HEIs in the
capital

city

in

Lithuania

and

Latvia

were

determined. In the case of Latvia the territories
of Pierīga and Rīga were observed as a single unit

Subset for alpha=0.05
NUTS_4

N
1

2

due to the insignificant number of students in the
former.
The acquired data on the students (in the
regions of Latvia and Lithuania, the capital cities)

Vidzeme

4

1171.2850

Latgale

4

1490.4475

Zemgale

4

1498.0750

Kurzeme

4

was correlated with the corresponding GDP per
person indicator in the regions as well as the
capitals of both countries. The results were used
for assessment of the RHEI impact on the
regional convergence.
Research results and discussion
The annual fluctuation of GDP per person in
the regions of Latvia and Lithuania (NUTS 3)
from 2010 to 2013 show similarities (Fig. 1),
nonetheless in Lithuania this indicator shows a
more profound pattern.

1913.5400

Sig.

.062

1.000

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.

Since the p-value=0.01<0.05, then with 95 %
probability the hypothesis, that GDP of all of the
NUTS

groups

are

similar,

can

be

rejected.

Meanwhile it can be seen (Table 1) that there are
homogenous sub-groups in which the average
values do not differ.
Different situation can be observed in the
dispersion results of the GDP per capita in the
regions

1
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of

Lithuania.

As

a

result,

the

p-
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value=0.532, then with a 95 % probability the

with the GDP per capita within regions of Latvia

hypothesis, that the groups of GDP per capita of

(EXP_LVr un GDP_LVr) is statistically significant –

the three NUTS3 are similar, cannot be rejected.

0.914. It is possible that this is due to specific

Since the p-value=0.01<0.05, then with 95 %

regional coverage of HEIs.

probability we can reject the hypothesis that the

In

the

meantime

the

data

on

student

GDP per capita of all NUTS groups are similar,

expenditure and the GDP in Lithuania showed

can be rejected. In addition the average values of

that the data correlation coefficient is negative (-

the subgroups are significantly mutually different.

0.627)

In order to explain such situation, as well as to

relationship. The reasons for this situation should

determine whether the RHEIs have a significant

be analysed because the given data is imprecise

impact on the regional convergence, the RHEI

which

annual expenses were determined as well as a

research indicated multiple tendencies. Due to

correlation

economic,

demographic,

migration

expenditure for the higher education (since it is

competition

based

the

one of the human capital impact indicators) was

students

carried out.

Lithuania which thus affects the impact of RHEIs

(Table 2)

on

the

RHEI

student

From the analysis of the theory the authors

on

indicating

was

the

of

noted

has

a

by

N. Benos

reasons,

dwindled

regions.

fairly

For

both

significant

(2014).

instance

and

number

in

Latvia

in

The

Latvia

of
and

in

concluded that the determination of the economic

2014./15. academic year the number of students

differences of Latvia and Lithuania with the aim

has declined by 5-12 %, while the number of

of creating a link between the costs of education

enrolled

in relation to the GDP increase, which would

20 %(IZM, 2016 b). Taking into account that the

benefit the convergence, should be a relatively

new regional paradigm supports the idea of

easy task. However the authors concluded that

economic convergence, as it was pointed out by

resources which are invested in the education as

J.Black (2009), these tendencies indicate of

a factor, which influences development, are

possible threats for the regional development of

dependent from the development cycle of the

Latvia – an opposite tendency – divergence. This

corresponding state’s economic. It is clear that

can also be seen in the fact that part of the

the investment in the specific areas of education

graduates of the RHEIs are employed in the

are also different for instance, the agrarian

capital cities (Rīga, Vilnius), while other part is

economics

less

affected by emigration – they pursue their career

significant impact on the GDP than the financial

overseas. If in the Vilnius case the correlation

or industrial education, since education in such

between

field

expenditure

would

based

cost

education

more

and

may

its

have

impact

is

students

the

GDP
there

has

per
is

a

declined

by

person

and

student

limited

but

positive

significantly greater. Unfortunately the authors

correlation (Table 2), then in Riga region (LV006)

had to acknowledge that there is a lack of precise

there is a limited-negative correlation (- 0.581),

data without significant variations depending on

and possibly it is affected by both the dwindling

the source. For example it was not possible to

of the number of students, as well as the

carry out correlation for the following counties of

concentration of HEIs in the Riga region.

Lithuania: Alytus County, Marijampolė County,
Tauragė County etc. – where there are no RHEIs.
The specific of Latvia – in each region there is a
HEI. The possible impact of this situation is
observable

in the

(Table 2)

correlation.

The

research shows that the student cost correlation

1
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Table 2
Student cost correlation with the GDP per
capital within regions of Latvia
(2010-2013)

two national importance sea ports, which is a
difference from other regions (except for Riga
region). The Zemgale RHEI (LLU), as the largest

Correlations

Pearson
Correlation
EXP_Riga

EXP_R

GDP_LV

1

-0.581

EXP_Vilnius

Sig. (2-tailed)

impact on the development of the region in

4

4

comparison with other RHEIs, as a significant

Pearson
Correlation

-0.581

1

GDP increase in the region is observable. The

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.419
4

4

Pearson
Correlation

1

0.15

Sig. (2-tailed)

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.483

Similar situation is observable in Lithuania,

0.15

1

where Vilnius County, in comparison with other

24

1

.914**

same

amount

of

human

and

finance

impact of RHEIs on the regional convergence is

.914**

1

decreasing.
Conclusions

0.00
24

24

1

-.627**

1) The convergence problem: the economic and
social differences between the regions and the
cities are increasing, and for the research of

0.009

the regional convergence the scientifically

16

16

approbated indicators – GDP and the annual

-.627**

1

expenditure in the public HEIs per student
may be used.

0.009
16

16

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
EXP – expenditure; LV –Latvia; LT –Lithuania; r-region.
Source: author’s calculations based on MOSTA, 2015; LR
SMM, IZM. 2014,2015;2016

In the

increased

24

N

N

the Vilnius county. The authors conclude that

24

Sig. (2-tailed)

Sig. (2-tailed)

GDP increases with a proportion 1:10 in favour of

resources in the capital are a reason why the

Pearson
Correlation

GDP_LTr

24

0.00

N

Pearson
Correlation

regions demonstrates divergence – each year the

0.483

N

EXP_LTr

regions divergence can be observable.

24

Sig. (2-tailed)

Sig. (2-tailed)

increase of GDP, while between the Riga and the

24

Pearson
Correlation

Pearson
Correlation

development convergence was not observable,
while only in Vidzeme region there is a limited

N

GDP_LVr

data analysis indicate that in 2013 the regional

N

Pearson
Correlation

EXP_LVr

2010.-2011. may have had a more significant

0.419

N

GDP_Vilnius

of the RHEIs according to the number of students
which is located near the capital city Rīga, in

N

GDP_LV

significant infrastructure, which in this case is

2) The GDP per capita dispersion of the NUT 3
regions of Latvia and Lithuania is different, in
Latvia

it

is

homogenous

with

a

slight

difference in the case of Kurzeme region,

time the calculations show

while the regional groups in Lithuania on the

(Table 1), that in Latvia the NUTS3 regions are

contrary – are non-homogenous. The results

homogenous even when taking into consideration

of the research in both countries show a

the differences of Kurzeme region. This means

divergence

that the regional convergence is happening. The

Vilnius. This was indirectly indicated by the

results of the Kurzeme region may be affected by

dispersion of the GDP per capita, as well as

both the RHEI (the functioning of VeA) as well as

the student annual cost correlation with the

for

both capitals –

Riga

and

other factors, for instance, the existence of a

1
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GDP per capita of the region (in Latvia: -

investigated. In the meantime the Vilnius

0.581).

county

data

indicate

of

an

existent

3) The acquired results on the slightly limited

convergence process in spite of the positive

and negative correlation of the Riga region

while weak student cost correlation with the

with the study costs in the higher education,

regional GDP per capita. Therefore it should

indicate that the impact of the RHEIs on the

be further investigated why the RHEIs have a

development

very

of

the

region

is

not

a

determining factor and should be further

limited

impact

on

the

regional

convergence.
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